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Claire Adam

Golden child

A father steps out into the night to search for his
son. As the hours turn into days, this man will
learn many things. He will learn about sacrifice
and the nature of love - and he will be forced to
act.

V. C. Andrews

The silhouette girl

Pru Dunning has everything she ever wanted: a
successful boyfriend, a thriving nursing career,
and a truly comfortable life. But then the strange
voicemails start. Scarletta, the woman calls
herself. She seems to know Pru, although Pru
certainly doesn't know that name, nor does she
recognize the glamorous voice leaving her
poisonous messages.

Sarah Armstrong

The wolves of Leninsky

Prospekt
Martha marries Kit - who is gay. Having a wife
could keep him safe in Moscow in his diplomatic
post. As Martha tries to understand her new life
and makes the wrong friends, she walks straight
into an underground world of counter-espionage.
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Dale Bailey

In the night wood

Charles Hayden has been fascinated by a strange
Victorian fairy tale, In the Night Wood, since he
was a child. When his wife, Erin – a descendant of
the author – inherits her ancestor’s house, the
couple decide to make it their home. Still mourning
the recent death of their daughter, they leave
America behind, seeking a new beginning in the
English countryside.

Fiona Barton

The suspect

Two eighteen-year-old girls go missing in
Thailand, and an exclusive-hungry journalist looks
into it - her curiosity personally charged, due to
her not having heard from her own travelling son
for two years. The unfolding truth of what
happened to the girls proves particularly close to
home as the case goes on.

Yvonne Battle-Felton

Remembered

It is 1910 and Philadelphia is burning. The last
place Spring wants to be is in the rundown,
coloured section of a hospital surrounded by the
groans of sick people and the ghost of her dead
sister. But as her son Edward lays dying, she has
no other choice.
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Laura Benedict

The stranger inside

When Kimber Hannon returns home from a work
trip, she's ready to kick back and relax on the
sofa. But on reaching the front door, she is
shocked to discover that her key no longer works
and there's a man in the bedroom window.
Kimber calls the police, but the intruder tells them
he's renting the house. Her neighbour
corroborates his story and it is Kimber who is forced to leave.

Mary Berry

Quick cooking

641.5

In this brand-new, official tie-in to the major
BBC Two series, Mary shows how being in a
rush will never be a problem again. Find
brilliant 20- and 30-minute meals and enjoy
wonderful dishes that can be swiftly assembled
and then left to cook away while you do
something else.

Richard Bray

Material remains

One Thursday morning a body is found on the
beach of St Andrews. Suddenly archeology
student Mike MacEwan's world of tea, pints, late
mornings and the occasional essay comes to an
abrupt halt.
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Fiona Buckley

A web of silk

August, 1582. The queen's spymaster, Sir Francis
Walsingham, has ordered Ursula to keep an eye
on her new neighbour, Giles Frost, who is
rumoured to be spying for King Philip of Spain.

Danny Burt A Battle of Britain Spitfire squad
940.544941
Includes more than 100 pictures, many never
published before, drawn together by the author
for this exceptionally detailed account of 152
Squadron in the summer of 1940.

Andrea Camilleri

The overnight kidnapper

After a hectic morning involving two rather
irritating cases of mistaken identity, Inspector
Montalbano finally arrives in his office ready find
out what's troubling Vigàta this week. What he
discovers is unnerving. A woman on her way
home from work has been held up at gunpoint,
chloroformed and kidnapped, but then released
just hours later – unharmed and with all her possessions – into
the open countryside.
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Kimberley Chambers

The sting

Best friends Tommy Boyle and Scratch always
had each other’s backs. Dragged up in care, and
cruelly betrayed by everyone they trusted, they
made a pact to fight their way out of the gutter –
together. Old loyalties die hard on the streets of
London. Tommy throws his lot in with the
notorious Darling family – even if it means leaving
Scratch to the wolves. She’s destined for a different path,
reinventing herself as copper Kim Regan.

Alys Clare

The woman who spoke to spirits

When accounts clerk Ernest Stibbins approaches
the World's End investigation bureau with wild
claims that his wife Albertina has been warned by
her spirit guides that someone is out to harm her,
the bureau's owner Lily Raynor and her new
employee Felix Wilbraham are initially sceptical.

Marsha Collier

Facebook, Twitter &

Instagram for seniors for dummies 006.754
Advice on making the most of the top three
social media platforms as an older person,
from making connections and sharing content
to privacy settings and filtering out content.
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Paul Doherty

The godless

November, 1381. London has been rocked by a
series of bizarre and brutal murders. The corpses
of a number of prostitutes have been discovered,
their throats slit, their bodies stripped; in each
case, a blood-red wig has been placed on their
heads. At the same time, a mysterious explosion
rips through a royal war cog bound for Calais,
killing all on board. Could there be a connection?

S. A. Dunphy

If she returned

David Dunnigan just received the phone call he
has spent eighteen years waiting for. A young
woman has been found -- and she's claiming to
be his niece Beth, who disappeared as a child. Is
she telling the truth? And, if she is, will Dunnigan
finally rid himself of his demons, and help her to
rebuild her life?

Kate Ellis

Dead man’s lane

Strangefields Farm is notorious for its sinister
history ever since artist Jackson Temples lured
young women there to model for disturbing works
of art. Some of those girls never left the house
alive .Now, decades later, Strangefields is to be
transformed into a holiday village, but the
developer's hopes of its dark history being
forgotten are dashed when a skull is found on the site.
Find us on Facebook – facebook.com/RTCLibrary
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Michael Fuller
363.2092

Kill the black one first

Kill the Black One First is the memoir from
Michael Fuller - Britain's first ever black Chief
Constable, whose life and career is not only a
stark representation of race relations in the UK,
but also a unique morality tale of how humanity
deals with life's injustices.

Lisa Gardner

Never tell

A man is shot dead in his own home, and his
pregnant wife, Evie, is found with the gun in her
hands .Detective D.D. Warren instantly
recognises her. Sixteen years ago, Evie also shot
her own father. That killing was ruled an accident.
D.D. doesn’t believe in coincidences. But this
case isn’t as open and shut as it first appears,
and her job is to discover the truth.

Elly Griffiths

The stone circle

DCI Nelson has been receiving threatening letters
telling him to 'go to the stone circle and rescue
the innocent who is buried there'. He is shaken,
not only because children are very much on his
mind, with Michelle's baby due to be born, but
because although the letters are anonymous,
they are somehow familiar.
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Tessa Hadley

Late in the day

Alexandr and Christine and Zachary and Lydia
have been close friends since they first met in
their twenties. But instead of loss bringing them
closer, the three of them find over the following
months that it warps their relationships, as old
entanglements and grievances rise from the past,
and love and sorrow give way to anger and
bitterness.

Stacey Halls

The familiars

When Fleetwood finds a letter she isn’t supposed
to read from the doctor who delivered her third
stillbirth, she is dealt the crushing blow that she
will not survive another pregnancy. When she
crosses paths by chance with Alice Gray, a young
midwife, Alice promises to help her give birth to a
healthy baby, and to prove the physician wrong.

Jane Harper

The lost man

Two brothers meet at the borders of their massive
cattle properties in the outback, each of them the
closest neighbour to the other even after hours of
driving. This leaves few suspects for the third
brother's recent disappearance and possible
death.
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Greer Hendricks

An anonymous girl

When Jessica Farris signs up for a psychology
study conducted by the mysterious Dr Shields,
she thinks all she’ll have to do is answer a few
questions, collect her money and leave. But as
the questions grow more and more intense and
invasive, and the sessions become outings where
Jess is told what to wear and how to act, she
begins to feel as though Dr Shields may know what she’s thinking
. . . and what she’s hiding.

Ruth Hogan Queenie Malone’s Paradise Hotel
Tilda returns to Brighton following the death of the
mother who inexplicably cast her out after a
seemingly happy childhood at the Paradise Hotel,
wary of people ever since the abrupt rejection. As
she unravels the mysteries still present at the
hotel, Tilda comes to understand her mother in a
new light.

Gregg Hurwitz

Out of the dark

Leader of the free world, the most powerful man
on earth, and the greatest threat to his country.
He's hiding something dark and sinister, and if the
truth got out it would bury him. He will not let that
happen.
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Hanna Jameson

The last

Historian Jon Keller is on a trip to Switzerland
when the world ends. Twenty people remain in
Jon's hotel. Far from the nearest city and walled in
by towering trees, they wait, they survive. Then
one day, the body of a young girl is found. It's
clear she has been murdered. Which means that
someone in the hotel is a killer.

Jonathan Kellerman

The wedding guest

When a horrified bridesmaid finds the body of a
young woman at a wedding reception, it makes
the bride and groom's choice of a Saints and
Sinners theme all the more macabre. They have a
hundred guests to question, and a strong
suspicion that the motive for murder is personal..

Tony Kent

Marked for death

When London’s legal establishment is shaken to
its foundation by the grisly crucifixion of a retired
Lord Chief Justice, Detective Chief Inspector
Joelle Levy is tasked with finding his killer.
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Sophie Kinsella

I owe you one

Fixie Farr can’t help herself. Straightening a
crooked object, removing a barely-there stain,
helping out a friend . . . she just has to put things
right. It’s how she got her nickname, after all. So
when a handsome stranger in a coffee shop asks
her to watch his laptop for a moment, Fixie not
only agrees, she ends up saving it from certain
disaster.

Karey Kirkpatrick

Smallfoot

DVD

"Smallfoot" turns the Bigfoot legend upside down
when a bright young Yeti (Channing Tatum)
finds something he thought didn't exist-a human.
News of this "smallfoot" (James Corden) throws
the simple Yeti community into an uproar over
what else might be out there in the big world
beyond their snowy village, in an all new story
about friendship, courage and the joy of discovery.

Susan Lewis

One minute later

Thirty years after a mysterious death is confined
by all associated parties to the unspoken,
Vivienne has a surprise heart attack and is
subsequently informed her time is running out.
She moves back to the town she grew up in,
renewed in her desire to find out the truth about
one specific thing.
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Frances Liardet

We must be brave

December, 1940. As German bombs fall on
Southampton, the city’s residents flee to the
surrounding villages. In Upton village, amid the
chaos, newly-married Ellen Parr finds a girl
sleeping, unclaimed at the back of an empty bus.
Five-year-old Pamela, it seems, is entirely alone.

Kate London

Gallowstree Lane

When a teenage boy steps out of the shadows of
Gallowstree Lane and asks a passer-by for help,
it's already too late. His life is bleeding out on the
London street. As loyalties collide, a chain of
events is triggered that threatens everyone with a
connection to Gallowstree Lane.

Graham Masterton

Begging to die

Someone is killing beggars on the streets of Cork,
and DCI Katie Maguire is determined to find out
who. Meanwhile her fiancé takes on the
dangerous gangs of the illegal puppy trade.
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Carole Matthews

Happiness for beginners

Amongst big-personality farm animals and bucolic
rural surroundings, Molly runs a school for
children who have struggled in the mainstream - a
difficult but rewarding existence complicated
further by the arrival of a particularly challenging
pupil with a distractingly eligible father.

Alex Michaelides

The silent patient

Forensic
psychotherapist
Theo
becomes
obsessed with getting to the bottom of a
seemingly loving wife's out of nowhere shooting
of her husband - an act after which she has set
into an impenetrable silence.

T. F. Muir

Dead catch

A mutilated body is found on a windswept fishing
boat, the possible calling card of a five pound
note down the deceased's throat, sending
Gilchrist and Janes into a world of drug shipping
and police corruption, towards an adversary with
no regard for human life.
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Annie Murray

The silversmith’s daughter

An impassioned and headstrong young woman
trying to make her way in Birmingham's 1915
jewellery trade becomes drawn to her father's
business rival as war takes hold over the country.

James Oswald

Cold as the grave

The ninth in the Inspector McLean series sets out
with a mummified corpse being discovered in a
basement, distracting the team from their
vigilance over a rowdy demonstration. McLean
soon finds himself on the trail of something more
chilling than a simple cold case.

Douglas Preston & Lincoln Child The pharaoh
key
Effective Engineering Solutions has been
inexplicably shut down and the head of the
company, Eli Glinn, has all but vanished. Fresh off
a diagnosis that gives him only months to live,
Gideon Crew is contacted by one of his coworkers
at EES, Manuel Garza, who tells him the two have mere hours to
collect their belongings before the office closes forever.
Find us on Facebook – facebook.com/RTCLibrary
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J. D. Robb

Connections in death

When recovering drug addict Lyle Pickering is
found dead of an overdose, it looks like a tragic
accident. But his sister Rochelle knows better,
and so does Lieutenant Eve Dallas. Lyle was
murdered, and the evidence points directly to his
old street gang.

Karen Rose

Say you’re sorry

Special Agent Gideon Reynolds generally
attempts to overcome his cult upbringing with
order and routine, but welcomes the chaos a
woman named Daisy brings into his life. The
situation is further complicated when the danger
around Daisy intensifies.

Eli Roth
in its walls

The house with a clock
DVD

Based on the beloved children's classic written
by John Bellairs, this magical adventure tells the
story of 10-year-old Lewis, who goes to live with
his uncle in a creepy old house. But this town's
sleepy façade jolts to life when Lewis discovers
that the house has a mysterious tick-tocking sound coming from
its walls.
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Chris Ryan

Red strike

The fourth book in the Strikeback series, in which
a former Russian spy hiding in Malta goes to
ground, taking information on a planned Russian
invasion with him. MI6 want to get him before the
Russians.

Anna Smith

Fight back

Kerry Casey is now a fully-fledged gangland
boss. With her business partner Sharon and her
wily lawyer Marty at her side, she is busy ridding
her organisation of the drug-dealing, peopletrafficking scum her dead brother Mickey got
them involved with. But her great dream is still to
take the Caseys straight.

Jo Spain

Dirty little secrets

In the exclusive gated community of Withered
Vale, people's lives appear as perfect as their
beautifully manicured lawns. Money, success,
privilege - the residents have it all. Life is good.
There's just one problem .Olive Collins' dead
body has been rotting inside number four for the
last three months.
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